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Don't wait too long. As soon as you have committed yourself to a project, start thinking .. . "What about an engine?" And there is plenty to think about. For example, what kind of engine do you have in mind? An aircraft engine or an auto engine conversion? How powerful an engine? Is your aircraft design approved for that much power? And, finally, what kind of shock mount do you prefer? A dynafocal mount? Or will a conical mount do? Incidentally, an auto engine conversion may require an innovative engine mount and special shock rubbers. Before you really know what to look for in the way of a suitable engine you must resolve, at least tentatively, the questions just raised. Here are a few more thoughts on the subject. Whether you are building from plans or from kits, the design you have selected was designer approved for use with certain engines or, more specifically, limited to a certain weight and horsepower range. If you like the overall concept of the airplane and have enough confidence in the design and designer to want to build it, you should certainly be willing to abide by the designer's engine and horsepower recommendations. Designers usually design the aircraft structure around calculated weight and horsepower limits. These limitations, in the interest of safety - your safety - must not be compromised. Unfortunately, there is an unhealthy trend on the part of some builders to install more powerful engines than the aircraft was originally designed to accommodate - not much more, just more. It seems as if they have to have the fastest airplane of the lot. Well, as I have often pointed out, ordinarily, the hoped for increase in speed may not be much. At least not enough to zoom past other lower powered versions of your aircraft and leave them behind in a cloud of dust. . . especially when those lower powered jobs just happen to be lighter and better finished. Yes, you can count on it, a more powerful engine will give you a somewhat better rate of climb, and a higher fuel bill to show for it. But don't expect much in the way of increased speed. That being the case, it is quite apparent that your first and perhaps most im-



portant decision is to establish the engine horsepower limits your aircraft project can safely handle. An underpowered airplane can be just as dangerous as an overpowered one .. . maybe more so. If you intend to install an aircraft engine, your possible choices will probably be limited to a few specific models of Continental and Lycoming engines. Of course, there are other, older, aircraft engine types (no longer in production) that you might also want to consider. WHAT ABOUT A CONVERTED AUTO ENGINE Some well proven auto engine conversions have been around a long time .. . especially the highly refined and readily available Volkswagen engines. Other, more powerful Chevrolet, Ford auto engine conversions are also appearing more frequently and continue to titillate the interest of more and more builders. However, there is this to consider. You will have to build your own auto engine conversion, if you want one, because they are not off the shelf factory produced engines. This is somewhat discouraging for most builders because building the air-



craft structure is time consuming enough. On the other hand, if you have the time or can arrange to have an auto conversion built up for you for a reasonable cost, and your aircraft will be large enough to accommodate it, a good auto conversion would offer you still another engine option. ENGINE MOUNT CONSIDERATIONS



The specific type and model aircraft engine you select will require a particular type shock mount installation. Ordinarily, the engine mount pads are cast into the engine crankcase and this installation proviso cannot be changed. You must, therefore, be prepared to obtain or fabricate the correct type of engine mount to accommodate that engine model. In other words, some aircraft engines take simple conical shock mounts while others require a more complex dynafocal shock mount installation. As for converted auto engines, sometimes a different bed type engine shock mounting installation may have to be designed and custom built. If you prefer a specific type of shock mount installation for an aircraft engine (dynafocal or conical), you will have to select one of the aircraft engine models



This VariViggen builder found a conical engine mount — then he had to get an engine to fit it. Which do you think would be easier? Getting an engine and finding an engine mount to fit or vice versa? SPORT AVIATION 65



feature was your only reservation. NEW VS. OVERHAULED



Sure, an overhauled engine will appear to be more attractively priced than one sporting a factory new list price tag. However, this assumption merits further



Buying a disassembled engine may be a big bargain . . . IF you get all the parts. Advantage is that you will get a chance to check the crankshaft, camshaft, cylinders and other critical components for condition and wear.



that has the particular crankcase proviso you want. This is an especially important decision for you kit builders who must, sooner or later, order a specific type engine mount with your kit. Of course, once your kit and engine mount is ordered, you really won't have a choice. Your search for an engine will necessarily be limited to those models that will fit the selected engine mount type . . . conical or dynafocal. As for the merits of one type of mount over the other, I doubt if you could tell what type of engine mount is under the cowl of any aircraft you happen to be



flying in ... unless you peeked beforehand.



Most everyone will agree, though, that a dynafocal mount results in what appears to be a smoother running engine - maybe because it cushions vibrations more effectively. Most everyone will also agree that the shock mounts for a dynafocal installation costs much, much more than the simple conical rubber shocks. In the final analysis, if you came across a good low time conical mount engine that is reasonably priced, I certainly wouldn't hesitate getting it ... provided, of course, the conical mount



discussion. Of course, except for its very high cost, a factory new engine is the best choice. For one thing, every part in that engine will be new and the engine will have been test run at the factory. This means that you as a builder would not have to worry about test flying the engine. On the other hand, a used engine that has just received a major overhaul and/ or has newly chromed cylinders installed does require strict compliance with a very critical run-up and takeoff procedure. Unfortunately, simultaneously testing a new airplane and a rebuilt engine that hasn't even been run in a test cell will create an increased risk and a serious operational dilemma for any builder. My own first choice would be a new engine ... if my finances would permit it. The second choice would be a "lowto-mid-time" engine recently removed from an operational aircraft . . . and I would plan on using it without overhauling it provided everything checked out O.K. BEGIN YOUR ENGINE SEARCH LOCALLY



Consider this. When you do locate an engine, you will want to examine it to see what you are getting. This inspection is far easier to accomplish locally



than it would be for some engine located out of state hundreds of miles away. Finding a suitable engine locally will reduce the number of potential problems normally encountered, not the least of which would be getting it home after you buy it (hopefully not sight unseen). Spread the word through your EAA Chapter members and the Chapter newsletter. Let them know you are in the market for an engine. Visit all the nearby airports that have based aircraft and make a few inquiries. Be sure to leave your name, address and phone number. Ask if you can post your "engine wanted" information on



What a find! The builder obtained this mid-time engine when the owner decided he "needed" a new higher horsepower engine for his aircraft. Everything, firewall forward, baffles, accessories, etc. came with the engine . . . it was ready for flight. 66 APRIL 1991



their bulletin board. Although advertising for an engine in local newspapers seldom produces results, it may be worth the try at least once or twice during construction. Remember, this engine search may be a long drawn out undertaking.



who bid on all available wrecks. However, it is well to remember that not all aircraft carry comprehensive (damage) insurance. Anyway, you would have better luck dealing with an individual. At any rate, if you persevere you just might find a very good engine in what may be a badly bent airframe. AIRCRAFT SALVAGE YARDS



A different type of engine mount may be required if the engine you obtain is a base mounted auto conversion. Essentially, a hardwood bearer or large diameter tubing must first be fabricated. Then, engine mount tubing must be fitted and welded to complete a triangular self-bracing frame. MOD SHOPS



Around the country there are a number of facilities that specialize in upgrading twin engined aircraft by installing larger, more powerful engines and making other changes in certificated aircraft. These places often remove engines and replace them with new higher horsepower powerplants. The removed engines are usually high-time engines and sometimes may be purchased on the spot for the going price of a run-out engine. Unfortunately, these sources are not as numerous or as active as they once were because the aviation economy is no longer as healthy as it once was.



Then, too, some of these places are turning the engines back to the factory



for the going core price. STORM DAMAGED AIRCRAFT Every year natural disasters strike around the country damaging aircraft as well as other properties. A wind or storm



damaged aircraft could be a good buy



just for the engine in it. Typically, at the time of the disaster,



the airplane was probably tied down, or hangared, and the engine was not running. It is, therefore, unlikely to have suffered any internal damage. If the engine looks good externally, try to contact the owner, he might want to get rid of it immediately for whatever price he can get. Ordinarily, you will have to cope with an insurance company in such a situa-



tion. Most of these have regular buyers



Many aircraft salvage yards remove and sell aircraft engines on an "as is" basis. Prices will vary with the demand and availability of specific engine models, engine hours, and the quality of the engine logs . . . if any. If you have such a business activity within driving distance, it could become a possible source for an engine. Try to get acquainted and pay them a visit from time to time. It might help if you were to purchase some goodies for your project, occasionally. Some used items can be as good as new. For example, you will



need a gascolator, cabin heat box, firewall grommets, an oil cooler, etc. Do you get the drift? ENGINE OVERHAUL SHOPS



There are many of these. Unfortunately, most of them will not sell an engine outright. . . you have to have one (a suitable core) in exchange. Sometimes, however, outright sales are made. Naturally, the outright sales price will be considerably higher than just the overhaul prices you see advertised. SEARCH THROUGH AVIATION'S CLASSIFIEDS



Popular general aviation publications



are good information sources for aviation products and services. However,



not all of them are useful or effective for



finding an engine. Among the more frequently referenced sources are: SPORT AVIATION, EAA's major publication. It has a good specialized classified section. KITPLANES magazine. It has a large classified section. FLYER - formerly Western Flyer, now combined with General Aviation News. I believe it to be aviation's largest and



best newspaper. It, too, has a large classified section.



Some automotive conversions can pose unique installation problems.



TRADE-A-PLANE. This is strictly a classified advertising source for aircraft, engines, instruments, aircraft parts and aviation services. As such, it is the largest in the U.S.A., perhaps in the world. It is also the average homebuilder's favorite source. Most builders subscribe to the publication in anticipation that it will help them fill the unusual needs a



SPORT AVIATION 67



engine you have located may not have been properly pickled. If so, and a long time has passed since it was last operated, you should consider the possibility that its cylinder walls and camshaft may



Don't wait until you have come this far before you begin to look for an engine.



builder develops during the construction of an airplane. Since there are so many subscribers to TRADE-A-PLANE, competition for



the "good deals" is keen. Bargains are usually snapped up as soon as the catalog-like yellow sheets come out. That being the case, it would be wise to subscribe to the air mail edition and get the jump over the regular subscribers. This could be very important when you are seriously searching for an engine. HOW ABOUT ADVERTISING?



If you run an advertisement for an engine, you would expect to be the first and only one to learn of the availability of the engine. Unfortunately, as good an idea as this may sound, I find that people with engines to sell prefer to run their own ad, and seldom respond to "Engine Wanted" advertising. There is a lot of competition out there from professional trades and buyers... and they are doing the same thing. NEW ENGINES AT



DISCOUNT PRICES?



Yes, there is such a thing as discounted factory new engines. The ultralight aircraft kit manufacturers led the way and usually sold their kits complete with two cycle engines. And now, fortunately for many builders, this practice seems to be spreading . . . to the larger and faster experimental kit planes. Builders of certain kit planes may now be afforded the opportunity of purchasing factory new engines for their kits at very attractive prices. For example, Van's Aircraft, Inc., well known kit manufacturer of the popular all metal RV-3, RV-4, RV-6 and RV-6A series, has an OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) sales agreement with Lycoming. This permits Van's Air-



craft to sell factory new Lycoming engines to his kit builders at a special reduced price. This represents a very real



savings to the builder who wants to install a new engine. Unfortunately, this deal is only for RV kit builders ... and, as good a deal as this is, it still represents a price well beyond the reach of the average builder. This is understandable as the price of the discounted new engine is still far more costly than the complete aircraft k i t . . . even with all the options. Check with your kit manufacturer to see if they, too, have a similar arrangement with some engine manufacturer.



have begun to rust. The carburetor of an engine that has not been operated for a long time will have dried out and its gaskets may all have to be replaced before operating the engine. For that matter, the engine should receive careful attention before operating it if you don't intend to overhaul it. One final word of caution. Don't buy an engine that has no data plate. It may have been assembled from junked parts and never did have a serial number... or it may be a stolen engine. Anyhow, getting a new data plate from the engine manufacturer is impossible without a letter of approval from the FAA. The FAA will want to know what happened to the original data plate. ADDITIONAL READING



My book, FIREWALL FORWARD, page 34, "Locating A Suitable Engine."



ABANDONED PROJECTS



Be on the lookout for abandoned projects. These sometimes prove to be an unexpected source for an engine. The builder may have already acquired an engine and is offering it as part of the deal. Often a builder will be willing to sell the engine separately. On the other hand, it might even be worth it to buy his entire project simply to get the engine. You could, then, advertise and sell off what you don't want to keep. This is how I got the engine for my last RV-6 project. As for selling off the parts you don't want to keep, don't worry about that all you need is one buyer. Although you're looking for an engine, somebody else may be just as eagerly looking for parts. A FEW WORDS OF CAUTION



Many of the engines advertised for sale may have been removed from operational or cracked up aircraft weeks, months, sometimes, years ago. You have to realize that the particular



If you wish to contact the author of this column for additional information, please send a SASE to Tony Bingelis, 8509 Greenflint Ln., Austin, TX 78759. BOOKS BY TONY



The following books by Tony Bingelis are available from the EAA Aviation Foundation,



EAA Aviation Center, Box 3086, Oshkosh. Wl 54903-3086, 1-800/843-3612, in Wl



1-800/236-4800, in Canada 414/426-



4800. Major credit cards accepted.



- Sportplane Builders (Aircraft Construction Methods, 320 pages) - $17.95. - Firewall Forward (Engine Installation Methods. 304 pages) - $19.95. - Sportplane Construction Techniques (A Builder's Handbook. 350 pages) - $20.95. Add $2.40 postage and handling for each publication ordered . . . or order all three for $52.97 plus $6.95 postage and handling. Wisconsin residents add 5% sales tax.
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book, Firewall Forward, five years ago,. I have been receiving countless queries asking for possible sources for the fire- wall shields/grommets illustrated on.
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Jun 30, 1989 - (including shipping costs) plus a few hundred ..... These are ratchet type cargo straps (recreational vehicles/campers sales) used to cinch.
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Hanging the engine on its dynafo- cal mounts was quite ... branch hoist set up. Anyway, I had my friend ..... Cylinder Head Temperature. Assembly (CHT, 1 -4 ...
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_____..j. >eerr. I . jÂ»S.T,C. and P.M,A,-approÂ¥8d_J_(ul. 123 E. 4th St., P.O. Box B. Newton. Kansas 67114. \. 316/283-8000 â€¢ --1 â€” i-. See us at Oshkosh '91.
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needs not be repeated to drive home the message. You better believe it â€” a spinner once installed cannot be ig- nored . . . not for long anyway. Vibration A ...
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example, what kind of engine do you have in ... questions just raised. Here are ... gine model. In other ... have to worry about test flying the en- gine. ... an insurance company in such a situa- tion. .... available from the EAA Aviation Foundation
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there are high quality commercial bolts that have high .... (THREADED PART BEGINS. IN WASHER). BENT .... Let me give you one more and then. I'll quit.
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Aug 28, 1986 - certain pitch will move an airplane, arti- ... Pitch, on the other hand, is the dis- .... propeller that is bent beyond authorized ... SPORT AVIATION 29 ... blade(s). Who Has A Prop You Can Try? Do you or a fellow builder own a.
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like propeller slipstream pattern around the fuselage in the area .... Anyway, after weighing the pros and cons for the ... EAA Aviation Center, Box 3086, Oshkosh,.
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This plywood wing skin is finished in a clear coating revealing the plywood .... If adhesives are good enough to with- .... After the initial test flights, this type of.
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Save the plywood and wood for future use in making ... In the end this will save you a lot of time. Here, for .... and spray on their VARIPRIME Self-. Etching Primer.
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freshly painted surface and find small areas where my preparation work wasn't all it should have been that the lesson sinks in. My most persis- tent fault is in not ...
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Mar 18, 1985 - craft seat construction or about seats in general for that ... SEAT FRAME CONSTRUCTION. (POP RIVETED) .... SEAT FRAME. WOOD- 3/4 x I.
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inches up from the bottom edge. Mark off the exact chord length specified in the plans. Note: Since your full-size plans sheet drawing may have expanded or ...
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Spin-on oil filters must be safetied. Sometimes it is a ... abnormally affect the integrity of the many assemblies ... his aircraft was duly certified, test flown and ...
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Plywood is a glued up sandwich consisting of three (or ... fabricating laminated bends, we have the urea .... the jig and then clean the bottom sur- face as you did ...
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Technical accuracy usually suffered because of that. I will probably be inviting ..... tle profiling will be necessary. A longstanding practice is to use a long sanding ...
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Page 1 ..... How- ever, even some of the lower priced headsets cover the ears comfort- ably and provide a reasonable ... Wisconsin residents add. 5% sales tax.
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Old surface coating or film;. 4. Surface ... most likely be coated with an oily film or have a ... tion for cracks in a crowded engine compartment rather difficult later.
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Sometimes in our eagerness to finish the airplane, we complete our final in- stallations for the wheel pants, cowling, fairings, etc. with very little thought given to ...
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if it didn't the pilot would be left with no protection from the high ... make using a long piano hinge as the means of ... work on it upside down. SPORT AVIATION ...
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seems, have a peculiar propensity for ... have to figure out the best way to make ... using old wheels and brakes. Maybe it's because they have already scared .... little of the brake line is ordinarily ex- .... Think!, Sport Aviation, March 1983, ..
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SPORTPLANE BUILDER. Tony Bingelis. At some ... undecided builder's line of reasoning might go something ... by trying to get home before dark- ness sets in.
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THOMAS M. BEAVERS. Miami, FL. JOSEPH E. LIENAU. Downers Grove, IL. TREVOR ALLAN SMILLIE. Christchurch, New Zealand. DICK WALLING. Bolivar, TN.
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